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ABSTRACT
Observed acoustic power in magnetic regions is lower than the quiet Sun because of absorption, emissivity reduc-
tion, and local suppression of solar acoustic waves in magnetic regions. In the previous studies, we have developed
a method to measure the coefficients of absorption, emissivity reduction, and local suppression of sunspots. In this
study, we go one step further to measure the spatial distributions of three coefficients in two active regions, NOAA
9055 and 9057. The maps of absorption, emissivity reduction, and local suppression coefficients correlate with
the magnetic map, including plage regions, except the emissivity reduction coefficient of NOAA 9055 where the
emissivity reduction coefficient is too weak and lost among the noise.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Observations show that the power of solar acoustic waves in
magnetic regions is lower compared with the quiet Sun (Lites
et al. 1982). This phenomenon is best shown by acoustic-power
maps, which are the spatial distributions of time-averaged ve-
locity square (Braun et al. 1992; Hindman & Brown 1998;
Ladenkov et al. 2002). The mechanisms causing the power
reduction in magnetic regions can be divided into three cate-
gories: absorption, emissivity reduction, and local suppression
(Hollweg 1988; Bogdan et al. 1993; Cally & Bogdan 1993;
Braun 1995; Hindman & Brown 1998; Crouch & Cally 2005;
Wachter et al. 2006; Parchevsky & Kosovichev 2007; Rajaguru
et al. 2007; Gordovskyy & Jain 2008). The mechanisms respon-
sible for each category are discussed in Hindman et al. (1997)
and Chou et al. (2009c, 2009b).
Chou et al. (2009a), hereafter Paper I, have proposed a model
for the energy budget of a wave packet propagating through a
sunspot with three parameters: the absorption coefficient, emis-
sivity reduction coefficient, and local suppression coefficient
of the sunspot. They have used the property that the waves
emitted along the wave path between two points have no cor-
relation with the signal at the starting point to separate the
effects of the three mechanisms. The cross-correlation func-
tion (CCF) is computed with the technique of time–distance
analysis (Duvall et al. 1993; Kosovichev et al. 2000). Using
the above property and computed CCFs, they determine the
coefficients of absorption, emissivity reduction, and local sup-
pression of a sunspot. In Paper I, CCFs are averaged over a
circular area corresponding to the umbra of NOAA 9057 to
reduce noise. In this study, we find that the signal-to-noise ra-
tio (S/N) of the CCF computed at each pixel is high enough
to determine the three coefficients. This allows us to obtain
the spatial distribution of the three coefficients in magnetic
regions.
In Section 2, we discuss the data used in this study and
the preliminary data reduction. In Section 3, we review the
model of energy budget for a wave packet propagating through
a magnetic region, proposed in Paper I. In Section 4, we
describe the method and detailed procedure to construct the
maps of three coefficients. In Section 5, we discuss the
properties of the maps of three coefficients of NOAA 9055
and 9057.
2. DATA AND PRELIMINARY REDUCTION
In this study, we use the helioseismic data taken with MDI
onboard the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (Scherrer et al.
1995). The data are 1024 × 1024 full-disk Dopplergrams taken
at a rate of one image per minute. A time series of 2048 minutes
taken in a period of 2000 June 29–30 is used in this study.
Two active regions, NOAA 9055 and 9057, are studied. The
preliminary data reduction procedure is similar to that in Paper I.
It is briefly described as follows. (1) The 61-frame running mean
is subtracted from the measured signal at each spatial point. (2)
A temporal filter is applied to remove signals below 1.5 mHz
and above 5.0 mHz. (3) Each full-disk image is transformed
into coordinates of longitude and latitude. (4) The differential
rotation of the solar surface is removed. (5) An area centered at
the leading sunspot of NOAA 9055 (or 9057) is selected, and
each image is transformed into a coordinate system of (φ, θ ),
centered at the sunspot center, where φ is the east–west direction
and θ the north–south direction. The dimension of the selected
region is 30◦ in φ and 30◦ in θ , corresponding to 256 × 256
pixel.
The data cube after the above procedure is ready for further
analysis. The acoustic-power map of the selected area is shown
in Figure 1(b) for NOAA 9055 and Figure 1(e) for NOAA 9057.
The corresponding magnetic maps are shown in Figures 1(a)
and (d), respectively. A direction filter and a phase-velocity
filter are applied to isolate waves propagating in a narrow
range of directions and phase velocities. The details of direction
filters and phase-velocity filters have been discussed in Chou
et al. (2009b). The direction filters used in this study are either
northward or southward, with a width of 15◦. The phase-velocity
filter used in this study is centered at 6.98 × 10−5 rad s−1
(corresponding to  = 300 at 3.33 mHz) with a width of
5.82 × 10−5 rad s−1. Both direction and phase-velocity filters
are smoothed by a Hanning window.
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Figure 1. Magnetic maps and acoustic-power maps of NOAA 9055 (first row) and NOAA 9057 (second row). The first column is the magnetic map. The second
column is the acoustic-power map. The contours in the third column show the magnetic area used in determining bad target points. The dimension of each map is
30◦ × 30◦.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
3. ENERGY BUDGET MODEL
In this section, we review the energy budget model for a wave
packet propagating through the quiet Sun and a magnetic region,
first proposed in Chou et al. (2009c), and extended in Paper I.
As the solar acoustic waves propagate through the medium, two
opposite processes, dissipation and emission of wave energy, are
always at work. In the quiet Sun, the two mechanisms balance
such that the acoustic power remains approximately constant
and uniform. In magnetic regions, dissipation is enhanced
because of absorption, and emission is reduced because of
reduction in turbulence. The local suppression could also
contribute to the measured reduction in acoustic power inside
magnetic regions. The model can be described by the schematic
diagrams in Figure 2. The upper diagram shows the energy
budget in the quiet Sun. A wave packet, formed by modes with
similar horizontal phase velocity, propagating in a particular
horizontal direction, has a ray path as shown in Figure 2. The
energy budget model in the quiet Sun is described by two
parameters: dissipation coefficient d and emission coefficient
e. If the acoustic power in the quiet Sun is I, as the wave packet
propagates from A to B, its power is reduced to (1 − d)I owing
to dissipation, and power generated along the wave path is eI . It
is noted that eI should not be mistaken as stimulated emission.
It simply expresses emission in units of I, uniform power in the
quiet Sun. The uniformity of power in the quiet Sun leads to
e = d. The power eI at B does not correlate with the power at
A because it is generated along the path between A and B. Only
the power (1 − d)I at B correlates with that at A. As the wave
packet propagates from B to C, the power at B is further reduced
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram for energy budget of solar acoustic waves
propagating in one horizontal direction through the quiet Sun (upper diagram)
and a magnetic region at B (lower diagram) (from Paper I).
by a factor of (1 − d). On the way from B to C, power eI is
generated again. The total power at C equals to I as expected.
If B is located inside a magnetic region, the energy budget
model is described by the lower diagram in Figure 2 with three
more parameters: absorption coefficient a, emissivity reduction
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coefficient r, and local suppression coefficient s. As the wave
packet propagates from A to B, besides the dissipation in the
quiet Sun, the power coming from A and arriving at B is reduced
by a factor of (1 − a) owing to the absorption in the magnetic
region. The absorption coefficient a represents the wave energy
loss arising from the presence of magnetic region in addition to
the dissipation in the quiet Sun, described by d. Power generated
along the wave path from A to B is reduced by a factor of (1− r)
owing to the reduction of turbulence in the magnetic region.
Both (1 − a)(1 − d)I and (1 − r)eI are reduced by a factor of
(1 − s) because of local suppression in the magnetic region. As
the wave packet propagates from B to C, its power is further
reduced by a factor of (1 − a)(1 − d), but local suppression
disappears at C because C is located outside the magnetic region.
Power generated on the way from B to C is again (1 − r)eI .
It should be mentioned that the introduction of the emissivity
reduction coefficient r in the model, described in Figure 2, is
oversimplified. A more accurate model to express the effect
of emission reduction requires knowledge of the depths of the
absorption region and emission region. If the absorption and
emission regions do not have overlap, although we can use a
parameter r to describe the effect of emission reduction, r does
not cleanly represent the effect of true emission reduction. It
includes the effects of absorption and dissipation. Its relation
to absorption and dissipation depends on the relative depths
of two regions. If the absorption and emission regions have
overlap that is a likely case, absorption and emission reduction
occur simultaneously in the overlapped region. For this case,
emitted power needs to be expressed by complicated integrals
along the wave path in terms of dissipation, absorption, and
emissivity reduction. Thus, one cannot use one single parameter
to accurately describe the effect of emission reduction. Since we
have no knowledge on the depths of absorption and emission
regions, we do not assume their relative depths in our model.
An accurate model to describe the effect of emission reduction
is beyond the scope of this study. To make the problem
tractable in terms of measurements, we simplify the problem by
introducing a parameter r, as defined in Figure 2. The parameter
r defined and measured here does not represent the true
emissivity reduction, although it is related to the true emissivity
reduction. The parameter r includes the effects of absorption
and dissipation, but the actual physical interpretation of r is
unclear.
Another complication needs to be mentioned is that the co-
efficients a and r defined here account for only the contribution
from half the wave path inside the magnetic region. The con-
tribution from the first half of the path (propagating upward)
and the second half (propagating downward) may be differ-
ent, depending on the distribution of magnetic field (including
its strength, geometry, and direction), the location of B in the
magnetic region, and the depths of the emission and absorption
regions. For simplicity, we assume that a and r are the same for
the upward and downward paths. This simplification could cause
an error in measured a, r, and s discussed below. The absorption
coefficient a defined here is different from the absorption coef-
ficients measured by other techniques, such as Hankel analysis
(Braun et al. 1987; Braun 1995; Chen et al. 1996) and acoustic
imaging (Chang et al. 1997; Chou et al. 1999), because they
include the contribution from emissivity reduction (Chou et al.
2009c). Moreover, a measured in this study is associated with a
wave packet defined by the direction and phase-velocity filters
applied here. Thus, it is difficult to compare a measured here
with other measurements.
4. METHOD
Since the waves emitted along the wave path have no
correlation with those at the starting point, for the powers at A,
B, and C, only those connected by the arrows shown in Figure 2
correlate. The CCF between two points, X and Y, is computed
as (Paper I)
FXY (τ ) =
∑
t ΨX(t)ΨY (t + τ )∑
t [ΨX(t)]2
, (1)
where ΨX and ΨY are the wave functions (velocity fields) at
X and Y, respectively. Since the wave function is proportional
to the square root of power,
∑
t ΨX(t)ΨY (t + τ )is proportional
to the product of the square root of power at X and the square
root of power at Y. Moreover, since the wave function ΨY is
proportional to ΨX,
∑
t ΨX(t)ΨY (t + τ ) is proportional to the
power at X, which is power I in Figure 2. For convenience in
the later discussion, we normalize the CCF by
∑
t [ΨX(t)]2 to
avoid I appearing in the CCF. This definition is different from
the conventional definition.
With the energy budget model described in Figure 2, the





I 1/2[(1 − a)2(1 − d)2I ]1/2
I
= (1 − a)(1 − d), (2)
where I disappears because of the normalization factor. Simi-
larly, the magnitude of the CCF between A and B is
F
(sp)
AB = [(1 − s)(1 − a)(1 − d)]1/2 . (3)
For the CCF between B and C, we also use
∑
t [ΨA(t)]2 as the




BC = [(1 − s)(1 − a)3(1 − d)3]1/2
+ [(1 − s)(1 − a)(1 − d)(1 − r)2d2]1/2. (4)
For the quiet Sun, the CCF between A and C is
F
(qs)
AC = (1 − d). (5)
If the dispersion of the wave packet is taken into account, the
CCF magnitude should be replaced by the width-corrected CCF
magnitude F˜XY , which is defined as
F˜XY ≡ FXY (WXY )1/2 , (6)
where FXY is the magnitude of the CCF FXY (τ ), and WXY is the
ratio of the CCF width at Y to that at X (Paper I).
Using Equations (2)–(5), the three coefficients, a, s, and r, at
B are related to three width-corrected CCF magnitudes between
A, B, and C: F˜ (sp)AB , F˜
(sp)
AC , and F˜
(sp)
BC as (Paper I)
1 − a = F˜
(sp)
AC
1 − d , (7)
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Figure 3. Point-to-point cross-correlation functions computed at 1 pixel (left panel) and its envelope (right panel). The locations of the first and second skips are
marked by small circles.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)











where the dissipation coefficient in the quiet Sun d is determined
by the width-corrected CCF magnitude in the quiet Sun, F˜ (qs)AC ,
as
1 − d = F˜ (qs)AC . (10)
In Paper I, CCFs are averaged over a circular area correspond-
ing to the umbra, before determining the magnitude and width,
to reduce noise. However, in this study, we find that the S/N of
the CCFs computed at each pixel is high enough to determine a,
s, and r pixel by pixel because the data are filtered with direction
and phase-velocity filters. This allows us to obtain the spatial
distributions of a, s, and r. Figure 3 shows an example of CCF
computed at 1 pixel.
To determine a, s, and r at each point B (hereinafter called
the target point), we need to compute three CCFs between A, B,
and C. The presence of magnetic field could change the travel
distance such that the relative positions of A, B and C could
vary from pixel to pixel. For each point A, we first determine
the locations of corresponding B and C, and then compute three
width-corrected CCF magnitudes: F˜ (sp)AB , F˜
(sp)
AC , and F˜
(sp)
BC . The
CCFs between A, B, and C are normalized with the power at
A as defined in Equation (1), but the relative locations of A, B,
and C are determined by the peak of the CCF computed with
the conventional normalization because it is not affected by
non-uniformity in power distribution. Note that A is at a grid
point, but B and C may not be at grid points. Thus, we need
to apply interpolations to compute F˜ (sp)AB , F˜
(sp)
AC , and F˜
(sp)
BC . From
these three width-corrected CCF magnitudes together with d
determined in the quiet Sun, the coefficients a, s, and r at B can
be computed using Equations (7)–(9). The detailed procedure is
described as follows with the northward waves as an example.
1. For a fixed A, we compute the point-to-point CCF, F0(Δ, τ ),
between A (reference point) and points north of A with the
same φ using the conventional normalization, where Δ is
the distance from the reference point A, and τ the time shift.
An example is shown in the left panel of Figure 3. The
envelope of the CCF at each Δ is determined by a method of
demodulation to form a two-dimensional envelope of CCF,
F¯0(Δ, τ ), shown in the right panel of Figure 3 (Bracewell
1986).
2. The location of the first skip (Δ1, τ1), shown by a small
circle in Figure 3, is determined by computing the center
of gravity of an area near the local maximum of F¯0(Δ, τ ),
where Δ1 is identified as the first-skip travel distance, the
distance between A and B, and τ1 as the first-skip travel time.
Note thatΔ1 and τ1 may not be integers; that is, (Δ1, τ1) may
not be located at a grid point. Similarly, the location of the
second skip, (Δ2, τ2), can also be determined, and Δ2 is
the distance between A and C. Note that Δ1 may not equal
Δ2 − Δ1.
3. Step 1 is repeated, but normalized with the power at A
as defined in Paper I to obtain the envelope of CCF,
F¯ (Δ, τ ). The magnitude of the CCF at the first skip, F (sp)AB , is
obtained by evaluating F¯ (Δ, τ ) at (Δ1, τ1) with the bicubic
interpolation, a two-dimensional interpolation (Press et al.
1992).
4. The FWHM of F¯ (Δ, τ ) at each Δ is determined. The width
of CCF at B is computed by evaluating the FWHM of
F¯ (Δ, τ ) at Δ = Δ1with the cubic-spline interpolation (one-
dimensional interpolation). The width at A is evaluated by
setting Δ = 0, which is simply the width of the auto-
correlation function. The width-corrected CCF magnitude
is F˜ (sp)AB = F (sp)AB (WAB)1/2, where WAB is the ratio of the
width at B to that at A.
5. The width-corrected CCF magnitude at the second skip
(Δ2, τ2), F˜ (sp)AC , is computed with the same way.
6. To compute F˜ (sp)BC , some care is required because both B and
C are not located at the grid point. The CCFs with reference
points around B are computed, and then interpolations are
applied to evaluate F˜ (sp)BC .
7. Using F˜ (sp)AB , F˜
(sp)
AC , and F˜
(sp)
BC together with d in the quiet Sun,
we can compute a, s, and r at B with Equations (7)–(9).
The above procedure is repeated for different A in an area
of interest. For each point A, there is a corresponding target
point B. The coefficients a, s, and r computed for each A are the
coefficients at B. Thus, we have the spatial distributions for the
three coefficients at various B’s. Since each B is not at the grid
point, we need to compute the values of the three coefficients
at each grid point by interpolation to obtain the maps of a, s,
and r.
5. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE COEFFICIENTS
We apply the above method to an area centered at NOAA
9055. The maps of a, s, and r are shown in Figure 4. For the map
of a, there is a feature with positive value at the sunspot location.
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Figure 4. Maps of a, s, and r of NOAA 9055 determined from the northward waves. The circle marks the location of the penumbra with twice the size for a clearer
view. The dimension of each map is identical to that in Figure 1. Note that the scale of r is different from other two.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
Figure 5. Maps of s of NOAA 9055 determined from waves propagating in six directions. The black points are the bad points. The circle marks the location of the
penumbra with twice the size.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
However, there are two strong features at one-skip distance north
and south of the sunspot: negative value in the north and positive
value in the south. They are artifacts arising from whenever A
or C is located inside the sunspot. Our energy budget model
assumes that A and C are free of magnetic field. If either A or
C is located in a magnetic region, the coefficients determined
at B are incorrect. The south artifact arises from when C is
inside the sunspot; and the north artifact arises from when A is
inside the sunspot. For the map of s, there is also a feature of
positive value at the sunspot location. The artifact of negative
value at one-skip distance south of the sunspot is strong, but the
artifact in the north is weaker. For the map of r, the feature at the
sunspot location is unclear. There are also two strong artifacts
at one-skip distance north and south of the sunspot.
Besides the strong artifacts created by the sunspot, the plages
near the sunspot also contaminate the measured coefficients,
although its effect is less apparent in the maps. We devise a
scheme to deal with the artifacts. If either A or C is located
in a magnetic region, B is considered as a bad point and the
coefficients measured at B are discarded. The magnetic region
defined here is the region with acoustic power less than 83%
of the value in the quiet Sun, as shown by the contours in
Figures 1(c) and (f). The map of s, for example, masked with
bad points is shown in Figure 5(c).
To fill up the coefficients at the bad points, we use the waves
propagating in different directions to avoid A and C inside
the magnetic regions. The maps derived from different wave
directions have different bad points. For example, Figure 5
shows maps of s derived from six different wave directions.
The bad points are marked with the black points in the maps.
To complete the map of s, we average the maps of different
directions. Here we use 36 different directions, each differs
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Figure 6. Maps of a (first column), s (second column), and r (third column) averaged over 36 different directions for NOAA 9055. The first row is filtered with a phase
velocity of 6.98 × 10−5 rad s−1 (corresponding to  = 300 at 3.33 mHz). The second row is filtered with a phase velocity of 5.98 × 10−5 rad s−1 (corresponding to
 = 350 at 3.33 mHz). The circle marks the location and size of the penumbra. The scales of a and s are different from that of r.
by 10◦. Although the width of the direction filter used here is
15◦, there is only 25% power overlap between two adjacent
directions because a Hanning window is applied to the direction
filter. The averaged map of s is shown in Figure 6(b). Similarly,
the averaged maps of a and r are shown in Figures 6(a) and
(c), respectively. The second row of Figure 6 is the result
using a different phase-velocity filter: 5.98 × 10−5 rad s−1
(corresponding to  = 350 at 3.33 mHz). The two results are
similar, although the map using the filter of  = 350 is a little
sharper than that of  = 300.
It is of interest to compare these averaged maps with the
magnetic map or the acoustic-power map. The maps of a and s
have a strong feature of positive value at the sunspot location.
The averaged a over the umbra is 0.11 for  = 300, and 0.16
for  = 350. The averaged s is 0.23 for  = 300, and 0.25
for  = 350. The spatial extent of a and s of the sunspot is
greater than that of magnetic field and low acoustic power area.
This is probably mainly caused by the spatial extent of the wave
packet. For the map of a, another possible cause is the vertical
extent of the absorption region in the sunspot. On the map of
s, the weak features in the quiet Sun match the plages well,
especially for the result of  = 350. The weak features in the
quiet Sun on the map of a also approximately match the plages.
Some of fluctuations near the edge of the maps are caused by the
filters.
The map of r is nosier than those of a and s, and it does
not have the feature associated with the sunspot. The value
of r has a greater measurement error in comparison with a
and s, because r is determined from three CCFs as shown in
Equation (9), while a is determined from one CCF and s from
two CCFs. It is easy to show from Equation (9) that the value of
r is sensitive to the values of F˜ (sp)AB , F˜
(sp)
AC , and F˜
(sp)
BC . It is noted
that a and r at each point contain information along the path
of the wave packet. Thus, the maps of a and r contain not only
information of magnetic regions on the solar surface, but also
information below the surface.
Figure 7 shows the maps of a, s, and r for NOAA 9057 with
two phase-velocity filters: 7.48×10−5 rad s−1 (corresponding to
 = 280 at 3.33 mHz) in the first row and 6.54 × 10−5 rad s−1
(corresponding to  = 320 at 3.33 mHz) in the second row.
Similar to NOAA 9055, the maps of a and s correlate with the
magnetic map, for both sunspot and plage areas. The averaged
a over the umbra is 0.17 for  = 280, and 0.19 for  = 320. The
averaged s is 0.45 for  = 280, and 0.49 for  = 320. On the
map of r, there is a strong positive feature at the sunspot location.
The plage area in the left of the sunspot is also clearly associated
with a positive-value feature. The features of r associated with
the magnetic regions are sharper and stronger in the map of
 = 320 than those of  = 280. These features become too
weak and lost among the noise if  < 280. The averaged r over
the umbra is 0.14 for  = 280, and 0.31 for  = 320. It is
worth mentioning that the values of a, s, and r, derived from
the northward or southward waves, averaged over the umbra of
NOAA 9057 are consistent with the results of NOAA 9057 in
Paper I where the CCFs averaged over the umbra are used to
compute the coefficients, if all parameters used to analyze data
are identical.
Similar to Paper I, we also compare the acoustic power
computed from a, s, and r based on the energy budget model at
B and C with the acoustic power directly observed at B and C.
The discrepancy averaged over the whole map for each direction
is about 2%–5%. This is consistent with the result of the umbra
of NOAA 9057 in Paper I. The acoustic power computed from
a, s, and r is less sensitive to r compared to a and s.
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Figure 7. Maps of a (first column), s (second column), and r (third column) averaged over 36 different directions for NOAA 9057. The first row is filtered with a phase
velocity of 7.48 × 10−5 rad s−1 (corresponding to  = 280 at 3.33 mHz). The second row is filtered with a phase velocity of 6.54 × 10−5 rad s−1 (corresponding to
 = 320 at 3.33 mHz). The circle marks the location and size of the penumbra. The scales of a and r are the same as those in Figure 6, but the scale of s is different
from that in Figure 6.
6. SUMMARY
The CCFs of the waves filtered with direction and phase-
velocity filters have a high S/N. This allows us to compute a, s,
and r at each target point B to obtain their spatial distributions.
The energy budget model used to compute a, s, and r at B is
valid only when A and C are free of magnetic field. Artifacts
arise if this criterion is not satisfied. To avoid artifacts, we
use the waves propagating in different directions to compute
the maps of the three coefficients, and then average over the
results of different directions. The sunspot features on the maps
derived from different directions are different as shown in
Figure 5. Two factors could contribute to the discrepancies:
first, the asymmetry of the magnetic field in and around the
sunspot, including the field below the surface; second, the
measurement errors. Averaging over different directions reduces
the errors but loses direction information. Thus, it should be
emphasized that the averaged maps in Figures 6 and 7 represent
a direction-averaged result and contain no information on
direction. Averaging over directions not only avoids the artifact
problem, but also significantly reduces the errors such that the
features corresponding to the plages become visible. The maps
of a, s, and r correlate with the magnetic map for NOAA 9055
and 9057, except for the map of r of NOAA 9055 where the
signal of r is too weak to be seen. It is noted that since our energy
budget model is oversimplified, the coefficient r measured here
does not represent the true emissivity reduction, and the actual
physical interpretation of r is unclear.
The spatial distributions of the three coefficients depend on
the phase-velocity filter. Three factors could contribute to it.
First, the mechanisms responsible for the three coefficients could
depend on the phase velocity of the waves. Second, a smaller
phase-velocity results in a better spatial resolution because it
corresponds to a larger  for the same frequency. Third, the effect
of the filters on the edges of the maps is smaller for a smaller
phase velocity. However, one cannot use a too small phase-
velocity filter, because it has a small one-skip travel distance
that would make artifacts too close to the target point. If the
one-skip travel distance is smaller than the spatial size of the
magnetic region, one cannot map the whole magnetic region
because some pixels are the bad points for any wave direction.
The quality of the maps of a larger magnetic region is poorer for
two reasons. First, to map a larger magnetic region, one needs
to use a larger phase-velocity filter that decreases the spatial
resolution. Second, the number of bad points increases with
magnetic area. The large number of bad points of an extended
magnetic feature would lower the quality of the averaged maps.
For example, the maps of NOAA 9057 have a poorer spatial
resolution because of using a larger phase-velocity filter. They
have some bad points in and around the magnetic regions even
after averaging over different directions. The number of bad
points increases with . Therefore, the method proposed here
works better for smaller and isolated magnetic regions. Finally,
a, s, and r could also depend on the width of the direction filter
and the frequency, although we do not explore it here.
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